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Introduction
To assist investigators in locating the "critical points11(points
of highest magnitudes) in rotating components whole field techniques
for strain (or stress) analyses are needed. One such technique is a la-
ser speckle technique that produces Young's fringes. The extension of
this speckle technique to the strain (stress) a^'llsis of rotating parts
is the object of this paper.
In extending this speckle technique to the analysis of rotating
parts use is made of a film plate "'sandwich" procedure [1,2]* from which
certain advantages are rea°`;zed. One advantage over point techniques
is that the sandwich procedure retains the full field information found
in usual specklegrams. An advantage relative to holography is that the
information available from specklegrams allows direct evaluation of in-
plane displacement which is needed to calculate in-plane stresses [3,4].
An advantage of sandwich specklegrams over usual specklegrams is that
the range of measurement can be increased to include displacements on
the order of a few microinches up to values approaching 0.1 inch. Also,
positive or negative displacement czar be assigned to a-point using the
sandwich speckle procedure, something that usual (singlE film) speckle-
grams cannot reveal. Timing constraints for gathering displacement data
from a rotating component are considerably relaxed with the sandwich
speckle interferometric procedure as compared to holographic and conven-
tional speckle techniques [5,6].
* Numbers in brackets refer to references.
Yl
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Finally the analysis of the data for determining strains is more P
k,
f	 '"	 d
convenient than holographic analyses.
Essentially the speckle procedure involves photographing the speckle
produced by a pulsed laser when the laser light impinges on a rotating
structural component (or part). 	 In this sandwich procedure the compo-
nent is then stopped and repositioned as close as one can in the same lo-
J
cation that it occupied at the time of the first photograph. 	 A second
photograph is then made using the pulsed laser to illuminate the station-Ac
ary part.
	
The two negatives containing the speckle patterns are sand-
wiched together with the emulsions in contact and the images realigned
relative to each other so that Young's fringes can be observed when a
small area of the sandwich is illuminated with a continuous laser. 	 Dis-
placement components can be calculated from the Young's fringe data.
Stresses can be calculated by differentiating the displacement data.
Analytical	 Description of the Sandwich Speckle Fringes:
Consider a point, 0, contained in an aperture and illuminated by a
coherent light source, 	 S,	 as	 illustrated in Fig.	 1.	 The light wave
scattered by	 0	 to a point	 P	 on a distant screen maybe represented
k by the real part of
i (wt+^)
dEPo	 = Ae	 dxdy	 (1)
A = amplitude of the optical disturbance,
w = transverse frequency of light, and
= phase angle of the optical 	 disturbance.
Let point Q be a nearby point located relative to 0 by vector T
where
8 =
 XT + yi + zk	 (2)
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or
A0 _ - aT Exz + ym + z(n-1)]	 (lO)
r	 _
where z, m, n are direction cosines of no . The optical disturbance at
P due to Q is now expressed as
dEo = Aei	 wt + ¢	 27 [xz + ym + z(n-1)] dxdy
	 (11
.Q 	 )
The combined optical disturbance at P from all points in a two dimen-
sional aperture ;s
(9)
r
Y
k
The optical disturbances
	 0	 and Q	 are out of phase by a^ at
point P.	 The phase difference, A¢
	
, is proportional
	 to the difference
in path lengths along SOP and SQP and is represented as
0O = a,, C(QS	 QS 112 + (QT	 QP^ /2 - (OS • 5S1 /2 - (OP • OP /^2 J (3)
where
X = the wave length of the coherent light source.
It is noted that
QS = OS - 3 and (4)
QP = OP - f (5)
By substituting Eqs.
	
(4) and (5) into Eq.	 (3),	 using a bionomial
expansion and neglecting higher order terms (assuming
	 IBI<< UP-1, I	 OSj)
we obtain AO=-22,r CS	 +	 OP
(OS - OS) 1/2	 (OP	 OP)1 /2
B (6)
taking
;, s
 = a unit vector along OS = - k (7)
and
^o = a unit vector along OP = ^i + mi + nk (g)
then
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aei(wt+0) ffe-i  2X [xz + my + z(n-1)]dxdy 	 (12)
Co:sider a small aperture ('say aperture 1) centered at the origin and
contained in the X - Y Plane. The disturbance at P due to aperture 1
is
_r	 27r
E	 Ael =	 '(wt+^)	 e-i	 a [xz + ym1 dxdy	 (13)
area
Next consider a second aperture the same size as aperture 1 displaced
relative to the first by ax, ay, Az. The disturbance at P due to this
aperture is
^2 = Ti (wt+^)	 e-i 	 [(x+ax)z + (y+ay) m + (n-1)6z] dxdy (14)
^y
area.
;r
or since ax, ay, az are constants
2^r
E = E . e
-i	 [axR. + aym + az(1-1)1	 (15)
	 :!
2	 1	 ,7
The total disturbance at P then is
E= E	 1 + e
	 [axz + oym + az(n- 1 )]	 (15)
TOTAL	 1
}	 The intensity at P is given byt
IP = C E TOTAL
	 E*TOTAL	 (17)
where
C = proportionality constant
E 
TOTAL = complex conjugate of ETOTAL
Expanding Eq. 17 and collecting terms yields
I P = 2I1 
l 
1 + cos 2? [zax +may + (n - 1) az" 	 (1 C)
where I is the intensity due to a single aperture and typically repre-
1
Bents a halo while the terms in parentheses represents "Youngs fringes"
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across the halo.
For further consideration of the sandwich technique let the X-axis
be coincident with the displacement component being measured (pormal to
the camera axis) and let &z represent the "'gap" between film plates along
the line of sight of the camera.
Then
Ip = 2I 1 { 1 + cos 	 CzAx + ('n - 1)oz] (19)
Fringes occur when
z®x + (•n-1)oz _ Z A {20 )i
with N = + 1, + 3, - -	 -
If	 Az = 0	 or if Ox »o z	 then Eq. 20 reduces toe
Nx
Ax = 2z (21)
or
Na(x2 + z2 ) 1/2
nx = 2
	
x (22)
and is equivalent to the usual double exposed specklegram on a	 single'
film plate (Fig 2).
If px = 0, Eq. 20 reduces to
(n-1)oz = 2 N (23)
which describes a fringe pattern of concentric circles (Fig 3).	 The
spacing between these circles is inversely proportional
	 to Az.
"t If	 ox and oz are comparable in magnitude, the resulting fringe pattern
is curved	 (Fig 4).
Data can be interpreted according to Eqs.
	 (20),	 (22) or (23).	 If
the fringes are relatively straight Eq.
	 ('22) yields the desired informa-
f
41
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Figure 2. Interference Pattern From Displaced Speckle Patterns
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Figure 3. Interference Pattern From Separated Speckle Patterns
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Fiyure 4.	 Interference Pattern, From Displaced and
Separated Speckle Patterns
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tion, if the curvature of the fringes is judged to be significant,
translate and/or rotate one speckle photograph with respect to the other
until the fringes become concentric circles and evaluate Az from the
concentric rings and Eq. (23). It is noted that n = z/(x2 + 22)1/2.
Now with the determined value of ®z and Eq. (20) Ox can be evaluated.
Alternatively, if the curvature is significant, translate the plates to
produce closely spaced Youngs fringes then measure the Fringe spacing
between adjacent fringes at the center of the halo where ( .n-1) stays
approximately zero. Hence az need not be determined explici^Ty. By
letting the second specklegram ('the one furthest away from the light
source) correspond to a particular specklegram, say the one of the load-
ed model, more information is available. In this case Oz is positive.
Note that "i", (which is X/R) is positive on the positive side of the
X axis and negative on the negative side of the X axis, which means
that fringes are positive on the positive side of the X-axis and negative
on the negative side of the X-axis
	 (see Fi'g . 5a) . Fig 5 (c ) represents a
^t
typical curved fringe pattern. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate that the
resulting pattern Fig. 5(c) is composed of two parts. One part repre-
sented by Fig. 5(a) is due to a displacement along the x axis. The other
part (Fig. 5(b)) is due to a seperation of corresponding speckles (or a
seperation of the two emulsion film plates.) When part (a) is added
F
i
to part (b) a curved fringe pattern results as shown in part (c) and
indicates that the displacement is toward the center of curvature of
the fringes. Part (d) illustrates a negative displacement and when add-
ed to the concentric circles of (e) caused by a positive az results in
i	 curved fringes illustrated in (f). Again note that the displacement
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s towards the c,,nter of curvature. Therefore, it is evident that curved
fringes can be used to indicate the sign of the displacements. If a
fringe pattern is not curved when using the sandwich technique and the
positive or negative nature of the displacement at a point is needed az
can be induced to reveal this information.
Next there are cases when displacements are too small to cause fring-
es in a halo. For example in a cantilever beam the displacement near the
fixed end is small and no Youngs fringes will be evident in the halo cir-
cle. In this case the region near the fixed end is the region containing
the highest strains and is thus the most important region from a design
view point. This difficulty can be alieviated with application of the
sandwich technique by mechanically displacing one film plat- relative to
the other to produce more closely spaced Youngs fringes. The additional
fringes correspond to an apparent rigid body movement and do not contri-
bute to the calculated strain components. Normal strain components are
expected to be more accurately evaluated than shear strains since rigid
body rotations do alter the values of the cross derivatives of displace-
ments. Therefore to evaluate the strain state at a point.it  is recommend-
ed that the normal strain be determined in three directions, say 0°, 45 0 ,
90°, and these valus used to calculate shear strain as is done with strain
gage rosette calculations.
Experimental Data Collection:
To explain how data for rotating structural members can be collected
via the sandwich speckle technique an example problem is presented.
The example problem selected was made up of two rotating tensile bars
with weights on the free end of each specimen for load and balance, Fig.
6 . However, of more importance theoretical strain results could be
=w ,
r6
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Figure 6. Rotating Bars
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compared with experimental results for evaluation of this experimental
technique. Some effort was expended to isolate the system from vibra-
tions by using rubber pads and mounting the rotor shaft in air bearings.
It should be emphasized, however, that the speckle, technique does not
require the same stringent vibration isolation as does holographic
techniques. The bar assembly rotated at about 3450 rpm.
The arrangement used to time the events for obtaining data is shown
in Fig. 7. The most important component in thi's arrangement was the
pulse ruby laser. First it produced coherent light necessary for a speck-
le photograph. Secondly by being pulsed a dynamic event could be re-
corded on film without blur. Data was gathered by taking a speckle
photograph of one of the tensile bars while it was rotating. Next the
tensile bar was stopped and repositioned in the same location that it
had when the dynamic photograph was recorded and a speckle photograph
taken. The two negatives were sandwiched together and adjusted relative
to each other until Young's fringes could be seen as a laser light was
passed through a small area of the negative. When Young's fringes could
be seen the negatives were judged to be correlated.
The sequence of events for making the specklegrams is noted. The
motor for rotating the tensile bars was turned on and ran for several
minutes to obtain a stable rotation. The timing sequence for the dynam-
ic specklegram was initiated by pressing the single beam reset lever of
oscilloscope I. One of the tensile bars had a small mirror glued to it.
When the mirror reflected the CW argon laser beam (after reset) on to
photodetector I an electrical pulse initiated a timing signal for A-
gate (a 20 volt pulse) of oscilloscope I. The timing signal was set
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so that the desired tensile bar would rotate into proper position as
the ruby laser pulsed to make a specklegram. Time (between 1.0 and
,
1.5 milliseconds) had to be allowed for the ruby laser power supply to
energize the ruby laser. During this interval between 1.0 and 1.5 milli-
seconds the pulse ruby laser was Q-switched and the ruby laser delivered
a large burst of light for about 50 nonoseconds duration. The sequence
occured as follows. The timed 20 volt signal (A-gate) from oscilloscope
I triggered oscilloscope H. At this instant B-gate (20 volt pulse) of
oscilloscope II turned on the ruby laser power supply. One millisecond
after B-gate activated the ruby power supply, A-gate of oscilloscope II
triggered the pockel cell pulse generator. The pocket cell pulse genera-
tor sent a 100 volt switching signal (1.5 microseconds in duration) to
the pockel cell power supply. The pockel cell was switched off and then
on, allowing the ruby laser to pulse. The coherent pulsed laser illumina-
ted the rotating tensile bar and a dynamic specklegram was recorded.
The dynamic specklegram film plate was positioned with the emulsion
toward the camera lens and directly against a blank glass plate of equal
thickness. The blank glass plate was used so that the light path of the
	 -	 {'
dynamic specklegram would approximate the light path of the second (or
stationary) specklegram, where the emulsion is faced away from the camera
with the glass film backing in between. These steps made it possible for
the two emulsions from the specklegrams to be placed in direct contact
during the sandwich process. After developing and drying the dynamic
specklegram, it and the glass plank were repositioned i. n the film holder.
The film holder is shown in Fig. 8. The screws located the surface of the
glass blank that was closest to the camera lens. The glass, in turn located
17
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Figure 8. Film Holder
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the film emulsion plane. The pins positioned the glass blank and the
film edges. The rotating bar which was photographed in the dynamic
specklegram was repositioned in the same imaged location by viewing
through the repositioned film. With the bar in this imaged position the
glass blank and dynamic specklegram were removed from the holder. Now
a stationary specklegram was taken of the stationary bar by li ght scat-
tering from the bar, through the lens, through the film glass backing and
activating the emulsion. This procedure as noted before made it pos-
sible to sandwich the two specklegrams (the dynamic and stationary speckle-
grams) together with the emulsions touching. It should be noted that there
was no opaque backing on the film glass of the stationary specklegram
so that the pulsed light could pass through the glass backing and acti-
vate the emulsion.
Next in the sequence after developing and drying the stationary
specklegram, the dynamic and stationary specklegrams were sandwiched
together and held with the positioner shown in Fig. 9. This positioner
holds one film fixed while the second film is translated and/or rotated
relative to the first such that Young's fringes could be observed. Dur-
ing this trial and error process if Young's fringes are observed the
negatives are optically correlated such that the wave front generated
through the first negative interferes with the wave front generated
through the second ne gative. A typical fringe pattern is seen in Fig.
10. When fringes were observed the two films were locked together and
data was taken at the desired points using the scheme shown in Fig. 11.
In this illustration with the film emulsions together the spacing,
A9, between the emulsions occured only due to slight variation in flat-
r
19
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Figure 9.	 Film Positioner
(A)
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Figure 9.
	 Film Pc;itioner
(B)
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Figure 10. Interference Patterns From Rotating Bars
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ness of the film plates. The amount of variation, 	 1Z. , was not needed in
R the calculations and was not determined. 	 Sometimes the dynamic and sta-
tionary specklegrams would not correlate.
	
In these instances the speci-
men (bar)'position was rotated slightly ('say 4.or 5 thousandths of an
I
inch at the bar tip) and a second stationary specklegram recorded. 	 If
the dynam"ic specklegram and the second stationary specklegram would
still not correlate a third stationary specklegram was taken in the other
direction relative to the original 	 position.	 Two to three trials usu-
ally produced correlation. 	 It was noted that in a controlled experi-
ment with a continuous laser as much as 0-07 inch shift between speckle-
k
grams was possible without loss of correlation.
i
Strains were calculated at various points on the centrifugally
loaded bar and compared with theoretical values.	 In this example, calcu-
lations were simplified since displacements at the center of the bar
i
were axial.	 Thus it was only necessary to find the displacement values
at these points and to numerically differentiate to obtain axial 	 strains.
I
{
A second order central difference formula was used to evaluate the deriva-
tives.	 We chose the data points to be 0.0625 inch to each side of the
point of interest.	 The theoretical calculations were made assuming no
{ significant bending and treating each cross section to be in uniform
tension.	 The tension was calculated using the inertia vector caused by
the material mass from the point of interest radially outward. 	 Results
of three example points are tabulated in Table I.
,24
Table I. Experimental Results
Point	 Distance from	 Calculated	 Calculated	 %Difference Based
centerline to • strains from strains from	 on Experiment
interest point,	 data	 theory
inches	 in/in	 in/in
1	 2.125	 305 x 10 -6	295 x 10-6	3.3
2	 2.417	 289 x 10 -6	293 x 10-6	1.4
3	 2.750	 274 x 10 -6	288 x 10-6	5.1
The results seem to compliment each other and suggest the credi-
bility of this approach for analyzing strains (or stresses) in rotat-
ing parts.
Stresses which are induced in structures because of the rotation
of the structure can be evaluated with speckle techniques. The data in
comparison with holography data is easy to obtain and especially easy
to analyze. Motion or vibration of the structure is not as restricted
with speckle techniques as with holographic techniques. The data collect-
ed is essentially full field.
The following paragraphs deal with numerical techniques for inter-
preting laser speckle data.
,r
b
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Integration of Laser Speckle and
Finite Element Techniques of Stress Analysis:
Contemporary methods of stress analysis for design of complex struc-
tural components generally fall into two categories: (1) Experimental
methods, (2) Numerical techniques. Examples of current experimental
methods include laser related techniques (holography, speckle interferom-
etry), grid methods (Moire analysis) and photoelasticity. Some of the
currently used numerical techniques include finite element modeling,
finite difference analysis and numerical boundary integral methods.
Both types of approaches exhibit distinct strengths and weaknesses. For
example, the experimental methods of holography and speckle interferome-
try yield measurements of surface displacements of a structure. The
determination of stress typically requires dlffventiation of this data
and can result in a substantial loss of accuracy. Also regions of maxi-
mum stress are sometimes regions of relatively little displacement; thus,
experimental data may be sparce in those areas. Numerical analysis (eg.
finite element modeling) however, is often capable of accurate stress
evaluation but requires an accurate knowledge of boundary conditions
(boundary displacements and/or tractions). Such boundary conditions
are not always known (eg. surface pressure loads on a rotating turbine
blade). The potential exists for combining these techniques in a com-
plimentary fashion to make more effective use of their respective strengths
and to overcome their separate limitations. By developing procedures
for effectively intermeshing the two types of analysis techniques a po-
tentially more effective tool for stress analysis and structural compo-
nent design can be expected. Investigation of this possibility consti-
tutes the problem examined herein.
26
Related Research For Use of Laser_Soeckle
and Numerical Techniques;
Relatively little research has been devoted to developing an inte-
grated approach to stress analysis of the type proposed herein. Tradi-
tionally, the experimental and numerical techniques have been used as
separate tools with application to a common problem primarily for compar-
ison and validation of results. Occasional reports of the use of exper-
imental data for input to a numerical model have appeared (7,8) but
without particular effort toward developing or exploring the potential
of this concept. Rowlands (g) reported the use of a finite element
type discretization and curve f"tinq technique on experimentally ob-
tained (Moire) displacement data for strain analysis. His results were
encouraging but his method did not fully exploit the strengths of the
finite elerient method in that all model displacements were specified
from experimental data, Thus, equilibrium and structure geometry played
no role in the strain calculation,, Additionally, Rowland'sapproach re-
quires a large amount of experimental data in the regions of interest.
This requirement cannot always be met when using displacement measure-
ment techniques.
Recent reports of the combined use of experimental laser speckle
and numerical boundary integral techniques have appeared. (10 ) 11) In
E`
this approach a relatively small region of interest on the structure is
"isolated" for analysis, Experimental displacement data is collected
around the boundary of this region and used as input data to a numerical
model of this sub-region. Good results have been reported for the test
problems that were investigated. A limitation of this approach is the
4
n7	
F
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inherent constraints on the boundary integral method as a numerical
technique. It is best suited to modeling small regions over which grad-
'	 ients do not change appreciably. An entire complex structure cannot be
effectively modeled with this technique. Thus regions of critical stress
must be known apriori. Again, a large amount of experimental data must
be available in the region of interest. Finally, the technique is not
easily adapted to handling complex conditions (.eg. non-homogeneities
or anisotropy) as is the finite element approach. It is noted that the
finite element modeling approach can be used in precisely the same manner
r
as the boundary integral method in that sub-regions are easily modeled
provided the boundary conditions for the sub-region are available. Fi-
nite element modeling is not restricted to sub-region analysis however,
and is generally more flexible in its applications than other numerical
techniques.
General Description of Speckle Analysis
With Finite Elements:
Speckle interferometry is a technique for expe rimentally measuring
"in plane" displacements (displacements normal to the direction of sight)
a
of a loaded object. This technique makes use of the fact that the small
imperfections of a surface uniquely "map out" that surface (the imper-
fections determine a "fingerprint"of the surface). To record the in plane
displacements of an object, the characteristic pattern of the surface
under consideration is obtained by illuminating the unloaded object with
a coherent light source (such as a laser) and photographing the image
of the surface. The object is then loaded, producing the displacements,
and the photographic film plate is exposed a second time. The film
28
now has a record of the characteristic pattern of the surface imperfec-
tions and a record of how that pattern was distorted when the object
was loaded. If a beam of coherent light is passed through a small por-
tion of the processed film plate, the two patterns will cause the light
waves to interfere and produce fringes which can be related to the in
plane displacement of the illuminated point on the image. This experi-
mental technique is well suited to the study of relatively flat members
loaded in a plane stress state although other applications are possible.
Once displacements are obtained, the conventional method of obtain-
ing stresses is to numerically differentiate the displacements at the
point of interest to determine strain components and then to use con-
stitutive equations to obtain stresses. This requires displacements
to be obtained at many points in the area of interest. Unfortunately,
areas of interest (areas of high stresses - large displacement gradients)
are not necessarily areas with large displacements. If displacements
are below the resolution of the measurement technique, insufficient
experimental data is available for local strain determination.
Use of the finite element method allows (if necessary) displacement
data to be obtained away from the area of interest and in an area where
more accurate data can be collected. The finite element approach to be
used with speckle interferometry should accept displacement data to spe-
cify the boundary conditions for the area under consideration. Hence,
a conventional "displacement" formulation of the finite element model
is suitable. The boundary conditions are determined by specifying the
displacements surrounding the area of interest, not necessarily close
to the points of interest. Additional boundary conditions, such as
V
4
.^ j
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stress free surfaces, are also readily accommodated. The finite element
,
method then uses the physical characteristics of the structure along with
the experimentally determined boundary conditions to determine the stress
distribution throughout the area of interest.
Description of Finite Element Program
and Modeling Considerations
A suitable element computer program into which experimentally ob-
tained displacement data can be input has been developed in-house. The
program employs a six-node, plane stress triangular element. The element
nodal points are located at the verticies and midsides of the triangle.
Two orthogonal components of displacement are permitted at each nodal
Point; thus, twelve displacements or, "degrees of freedom" are associated
with each element. The displacement field within each element is interpo-
lated from the nodal displacements through complete, second degree poly-
nomial functions. Thus, linear stress distributions are permitted within
i each element. All criteria for guaranteeing convergence to the "exact"
solution as the element mesh is refined have been met with this element.
The program is capable of modeling linear elastic, nonhomogeneous, aniso-
tropic plane stress problems. Thermal stress modeling is also possible.
Any combination of nodal point displacement values can be specified. Boun-
dary tractions (normal and shear stresses) can also be specified as well
as "point loads"..
To facilitate application of the ;grogram an automatic grid genera-
tion subroutine was developed. By defining model boundary geometry an in-
ternal mesh of triangular elements with associated nodal coordinates and
connectivity parameters can be automatically generated with this
routine. Figure 12 illustrates grid generation for a complex structure
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by use of this program.
This finite element program was validated on several trial prob-
lems with known solutions and found to give excellent results. The linear
strain triangle is relatively insensitive to aspect ratio and is far su-
perior to a three node, constant strain triangular element. Rigid body
movement can accompany the deformation without altering the.stress field.
This feature is important since experimentally measured displacements
usually include some contributions from rigid body movement.
Some judgement is necessary regarding mesh refinement for problems
where stress gradients are not known apriori. Consideration of the per-
	
i
mitted stress variations across individual elements together , with anti-
i
	 cipated stress gradients in regions of stress concentration should form
the primary guidelines for grid selection. 	 '+
When analyzing a structure or a sub-region of a structure by finite
element analysis, boundary conditions on all defining boundaries of the
grid must be specified before the problem can be solved. Either displace-
ments (experimentally determined or otherwise), boundary stresses or com-
binations of both can be used. The selection should be based on the bound-
ary conditions that are known with the most certainty. If displacements
are experimentally measured by laser speckle techniques, for example, it
is likely that displacement boundary conditions can be determined along
all boundaries. If a portion of the boundary is, however, free of applied
,
	 traction, this stress boundary condition should be used in lieu of exper-
imental displacement data along that boundary. This is because such a
condition can be enforced and be totally free of experimental error. It
is noted that most finite element programs are written such that boundaries
^x	
- _. rt^AiA^iifY^	 _	 arrearMadeiwwro°....r....._= 	,,
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are automatically assumed to he "'stress free" ,
 unless otherwise speci-
fied. Thus this type of stress boundary condition usually need not be
explicitly specified with input data to the program. Displacements and
non-zero boundary tractions are explicitly input as data. It should
also be realized that random pertabations in boundary data (perhaps due
to experimental error) can significantly affect local stress values.
Saint Venant`s principle indicates these effects to be localized in some
sense provided that the boundary conditions are statically correct over-
all.
These comments are intended to provide some general guidelines for
consideration when selecting boundary conditions from experimental data
for use, in finite element modeling.
A copy of the finite element program is included in the appendix.
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Application of Laser Speckle/Finite Element Technique:
Two applications of the Laser Speckle/Finite Element Technique are
presented. The first application is to a cantilevered beam with a con-
stant distributed load applied from the middle to the end of the beam.
The second application is to a "Cl-ring" in diametrical compression.
The Cantilevered Beam:
This example is given to illustrate how the completeness of descrip-
tion of the displacements at the points of applied loads effect the accu-
racy of the stress distribution obtained. Laser speckle data was not ob-
tained. Instead, displacements were determined analytically from beam
theory for an aluminum cantilevered beam 1 inch wide, 15 inches long and
1/4 inch thick with a constant distributed load of 3 Win applied from
the middle to the end of the beam. For finite element analysis the beam
was modeled using 20 plane stress elements, Fig. 13.
Five different cases were analyzed. The first case [Case 1] had
the displacement at the end of the beam due to the distributed load as
the only input into the F.E. (finite element) program. The other points
on the surface had their boundary conditions left to their default values
of being stress free (the stress free condition is the most accurately
known boundary condition except in areas where a force is known to be
applied, such as under the distributed load ) ,Case 2 had the displacements
a
at the start and end of the distributed load input into the F.E. program;
Case 3 had displacements input at the start, middle and end of the dis-
tributed load; Case 4 had displacements input at six points (every other
node) under the distributed load; and Case 5 had the displacements at
every node (eleven points) under the distributed load input into the
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finite element program. The normal stress,, at the surface versus
the length of the beam has been plotted for these five cases and are shown
in Figs. 14 - 18 . Note that as the displacements at the applied load.
were more completely described, ax approached the analytical curve for
ax.
For the second application it was desirable to apply the Laser
Speckle/Finite Element Technique to a model in a nontrivial plane stress
state. It was also desirable to chose a model for which an analytical
solution was known. A "C-ring" in diametrical compression satisfied
both of these requirements. The stress state is nontrivial due to the
curved beam nature of the model; an analytical solution is available in
Theory of Elasticity, by Timoshenko and Goodier.
The C-ring had an inside diameter of 3 inches and an outside diame-
ter of 4 inches. It was made of aluminum and was 1/4" thick.'
Equipment was needed to hold the C--ring and to provide reference
measurements. In order to load the ring in diametrical compression a
special test rig was built, Fig. 19. This rig allowed displacement along
a diameter of the ring by applying a force through a hydraulic cylinder
arrangement. One of the main considerations in designing the test rig
was to restrain the C-ring from any movement out of the plane of interest
without inducing any additional forces which would effect the stress dis-
tribution.
In order to measure the diametrical displacement the C-ring exper-
iences, a dial indicator (accurate to 0.0001 inches) was mounted along
the diameter through which the force was applied. A calibration speci-
men was also included 'n the experimental setup so that an object under-
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'	 going a known rigid-body displacement would be recorded on the speckle-
gram.
Speckle interferometry was used to determine the displacements which
the C-ring underwent during the diametrical compression. The model was
J	 illuminated by a helium-neon laser beam diffused through a spatial filter.
The images of the model were recorded on a Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 4" x 5"
film plate held in a camera arrangement. The first exposure of the film
plate recorded the image of the ring having a small amount of preload
applied to it. The second exposure recorded the image of the ring after
applying a diametrical compression which reduced the diameter along the
line of action by approximately 0.01 inches (referenced to the preloaded
position).
Data was taken from the specklegram along two radial lines (A-B
and C-D on Fig.20) separated by 30 0 on the C-•ring. Spacing and orienta-
tion of the Young's fringes were measured along each cross section at
13 points corresponding to the nodal points on the finite element model.
Young's fringe information was recovered from the specklegram by
illuminating the film plate with an argon laser whose beam was converged
with a long focal length lense. The halo was projected onto a scribed
piece of frosted glass mounted such that it would be rotated to allow
alignment with the fringes so that their angular orientation could be
measured.
Accurate placement of the specklegram  in the laser beam was accom-P
4	
plished by using a translating platform which could be positioned inr
three directions with micrometers. This platform also allowed rotation
k
about the axis parallel to the laser beam for ease of determining a
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Figure 20
C-Ring in Diametrical Compression
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reference orientation for the Young's fringes.
Due to symmetrical considerations, only-90 degrees of the C-ring
(from the point of application of the load to the center) needed to be
modeled for finite element analysis. This portion of the ring was divid-
ed into 216 elements with the density of the elements increasing toward
the inside edge, (Fig. 21). The increased density of elements close to
the inside edge was necessary due to greater stress gradients in this
area.
To ascertain that this finite element grid would yield accurate
results, the principal stresses from the finite element program were
compared to those from the analytical solution. These stresses from both
solutions along the cross section in the middle of the model are shown in
Fig 22 . The largest difference between critical stresses of both solu-
tions was less than 1.0o using this grid.
The Young's fringe data taken along the 0 0 and 300 lines were re-
duced to obtain displacements in the X and y directions, These displace-
ments were plotted and a "best fit" straight line was drawn through the
data in order to smooth experimental error effects, (Fig.23 and 24).
Data taken off of the lines were used as displacement inputs in the fi-
nite element program. These displacements defined the boundary condi-
tions along the 00 and 300 lines; other boundaries (inside and outside
edges) were specified as being stress free.
The validity of using a "best fit" straight line for the displace-
ment data was investigated by plotting the analytic displacements along
the 00 and 300 lines. A straight line drawn through this data showed
very little deviation of the data from the line. Using the displace-
ments taken from these lines as inputs, the finite element program
{
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determined stresses which were in very-close agreement with the analy-
tically determined stresses at points removed from the cross-sections
where the displacements were input.
Principal stress results along the 150 radial line from the finite
element program using the straight line fit of the experimentally deter-
mined displacements is shown in Fig.25 . It should be noted that the
stresses have been scaled such that the Speckle/F.E. determined princi-
pal stress on the inside edge match the analytically determined princi-
pal stress at this point. This scaling was done because an experimental
scaling factor could not be determined due to the fact that the calibra-
tion specimen appeared to have undergone other than a purely rigid body
in plane displacement. This only limits comparisons of the magnitudes
of the stresses and does not hinder the comparison of the trends of the
stresses.
Examination of Fig.25 shows that the analytic and Speckle/F.E.
principal stresses varied from the forced difference of 0 psi on the in-
side edge to a difference of approximately 1400 psi at the outside edge.
Note that the shapes of the curves are very similar and only their place-
ment and orientation vary significantly.
Figures 26 and 27 show new straight line fits through the experi-
mental displacement data. Although these new straight line fits do not
seem to be "best" fits, they do appear to be within the range of un-
certainty for the experimental data as is indicated by the scatter of
the data. When displacements from these new lines were input into the
finite element program there was much better agreement between the prin-
cipal stress curves as can be seen in Figure 28 , The difference between
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 Cross Section of C. Ring
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the Spetkle/F.E. and the analytic principal stresses varies in this
case from the forced 0 psi at the inside edge to approximately 350 psi
at the middle of the cross section. Such a large variance in results
for the small change in displacements input dramatizes the sensitivity
of the stress results to the experimentally determined displacements.
The large scatter of experimental data about a straight line (as
opposed to the straight line nature of the analytic data) indicates high
uncertainty in experimental data. The fact that the Speckle/F.E. method
was able to determine the general trend of the stresses from this un-
certain data shows def= inite promise for this method. A simple numeric
differentiation of displacement data would have yielded stresses not
very representative of the actual stress state. However, in cases simi-
lar to the "C-firing;" accurate experimental determination of displacements
within a straight line approximation should allow the Speckle/F.E. method
to closely determine the stress state.
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Appendix
Finite Element Program
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x	 /,'p^,'^'Mn=^•I5,/, ,C,, 'NRnW='•I5,!•'C'.'NCTaL=',I5)
CALL A'RAIN(IhPr),N'AT,NI\ D ,NFLE,NNP,NRCW,NCCL,XGt y G, IMATL,(tN00,
.: I, F, ST P N X, ST r NY, STPNXY, STRSX, STR SY, S TP SX Y. T I TLF, TH IC K, R BD I cP )
C A LL EXIT
STrIp
^:ND
=i
v -;
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S+IBP OUT INE AMA IN(NP0, NWT ,NNP,NELE_,NMP,NROW,NCOL9XG,YG,[MATL,0,NOD,
*R, F,STQNX,STPNV,STRNXY,STRSX,STRSY,STRSXY°TITLE•THICK•RRDISP)
r
IMPLICIT PF4L*9(A—H,n—Z)
;)IMENS[nN XG(N'IP),YG(NNP)°IMATL(NELE)90(NMP93.3)•NOD(NELE,6),E(393
*),S(12.12),9(NROW,NCOL),F(NROW)
01MFNSILIN M3CL(1')O),VOISP(100),STRNX(NELE96)•STRNY(NELE,6),STRNXY
*(NFLF,6)•STRSX(NFLE•6)•STRSY(NELE,6),STRSXY(NELE96),TITLF_(10)
LnNjr'=100
CALL GRID01 (NNP,XG,YG,NELE°NOD)
WPITF (NW T,17)
17	 FnPMAT(° l',12Xr'N00F N JMBER' •l4X,'XG'•2RX,'YG' )
00 7 I=19NNQ
QEA0(NRD, 1) I,X 1([ I,YG(( )
7 WRITE( NIWT,1,6) [,XG(I),YG(I)
16	 FnPMAT('0',IRX, I5915X,F10.492OX,F10.4)
1 cOPMAT(I5°2F1.0.0)
EF^FFF,F,6£,ff; s,f SSFr£,£,E6^F^E6EE^E^S^EE66SS&El;SE6^£LSS66SSS^F,>JEa;r;SEl;&&!;
r,	 QEAD(NRD• ") (IM' TL(I ), I=1,NELE)
in 100 I=1,NFLF.
TO O I MAIL (I) =1
WRITE('VWT, 1 9 )
19 f: ORMAT( I II,TOX)
C	 WRITE(NWT,191(i,IMATL(I),I=l,NELE)
LP Ff1RMAT(•0°,'[MATL('rl3e°)=°•I5)
FZ;&&F&F9FF,£.£=FE&£.&&CFsF6F&&F,&E&&CC&6St;6£Sf.6E6r;E;^Z; &SSfiE6&Z;E6EE&E6^S8
FnP'4AT(50I1 )
no 'A I =1 , N" 0
^ PEAO(NRD•41rJ(I,].•11•(;{I,1,21,QiI.1.31.9(I,2,2),O(I,2.31,1^ii•3,3)
WaI TE( n)WT, 1 9 )
WPIT r-(NW T ,?.0) (((I,J,K,O(I,J •K),K=J,3) ,J=1,3) ,I=1,NMP)
2O FGRMAT{^n',' n(^,I1,'e'+I1•'•',I1,'1='rE14„71
4 FCRMAT(6E10.0)
no q N=1,4PLF
;'	 ^ REA'7(N Q D•51 I, (NOD(I,J1 •J=1x61
h FORMAT(719)
WRITF(NWT,21)
?1 F nR`AAT(' 1','FLEMENT NUMBER 1 920X,'NODE N()MBFRS' )
nn 30 I= L,NELF
30	 W4[TE(NWT•??) I,(NC0(I•J),J=1,6)
22	 FnRMAT('O', 5X, I5,10X, E(I5,5X) )
On 10 I=I,NPOW
a	 nn TO J=i ,NCCL
In 9(I.J)=0.01)OO
nn g I=1 ,NFLE
NJ=IMA T L( 1)
CALL MATL (N•0,NM?•F)
IF(N.FQ.18) W° ITF(NInT•13) E
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CALL STIFF(XC.YGiNO0,NF.LE, NNP,S ,E,T,THICK)
CALL ASSFMP(B,NROWsf%'COL,S,NODiNELE,I,12t6,2)
WRITF(NWT,61 I
R CUNT INIJ9:
WPITE(NWT,13)((B(I,J),J=L,NCOL) ► I=19NROW)
WRITF('IWT,501)(F(I),T=l,NROW)
CALL BC F nRC (NP 0, F, NRCW )
wPI T FOlidT,S:TO) ( F ( I ), I=1,NRnW)
5n0 FnRMAT,( /,) OX, 6F15.41
CALL BCSTF3(R,c,NPOW,NCOL,MBCL,VDISP,LCNG,NCISP,NCOL,RFIDISP)
WRITE(NWT,1 3) ((R(1, J) ,J=1,NCOL) , I=1.,NRCW)
WRTTE(NWT, 501 )(f-(T  ), T=19NROW)
CALL SYRAT(B,F,NROW,NCOL,1,NROW,NCnL)
11 17ORMAT(//,(/,617?0.6))
14RITE (NWT,25)
	?5	 F (IR4AT(' 1',,AX,'NnnE', 14X,'X-DISP.',22X,'Y- r)ISP.' )
90 23 T=1 ,NNcl
J=2* 1
K=J- 1.
WRITE(NWT,24) I;F(K),F(J)
	
a 4 	 FnR'4AT('C', I5,15X,F14.7,15X,E14.7)
r, r N T IN'IE
WRITF.(NWT, 7 7 )
	
?7	 FCRMAT (' l.' ,' FLE. NO.', 3X, 'NODE NO.' , 8X,' SIGMA-X' , LCX,' SIGMA-Y'
*l0X,' T.9ll X - Y' ,10X,' EPS ILCN - X' ,IOX,' EPS ILCN -Y' , 10X, + GAM IAA X- Y' 1
On 14 T=1,NFl.E
N=IMATL( I)
CALL M4TL(N,O,NM-P,F)
(7ALL STPAIN(XC,YG,NOO,NELE,NNP,E,I,F,NROW,STREX,STRSY,
*STPSXY,STRNX, STRNY, STRNXY)
On 19 K=1,6
WRITE(NWT,tin?)I,NOO(T,K),STRSX(I,K),STRSY(I,K),STRSXY(I,K),
*STR^IX(T,K) ,STRNY( I,K),STRNXY(T,K)
	
90?	 FnR tiiAT(' r)',?X, T3,6X,T4,11X,6(E1.4.7,3X) )
;SF,F,rF,r^F&F,6F.f F&6f,rF6£66 F,r;F,CEEr;ljF.E6&f,f;Cf,f,&f,F,F,f>F,E£F,f,F,6E6E&E6E&SF,I;F.&
STSM IA = nSORT(((STPSX(I,K)-STRSY(T,K))/2.0000)**2+STRSXY(T,K)*$2)
f. STSkJMI 0.5000*(STr)SX(I,K)+STP,SY(I,K) )+STSMN
STSM Y ? _ 9. 5nOn*(5 '(RSX(I,K)+STRSY(I,K) ) - STSMN
WRITE UN 11 14T, 50 1 ) ST' hMMI,STSMM2
X 03 ^(^R'^6T()X.Y7_'7.?(E1.4.7,3X))
^'t;rFFS°8EF,1;6F:F,F,ErFFF,CFS£F,FF.Sl;E£f,SEC&C&CE.r 3 El;E6SF CF,61a>;&CE &r;F,SZ;6^f.S>;E
1 , r(NT TNU F
14 CCNT[^^'1F
R ETI)RN
:`	 FNC
r
4
y
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S 1(1t?n ► 1T(Ns ASSFMR(R,NR ►) ,NCn ,S, NOn,NFLF,NTRI,Nr)IN,NNP,NDFPN)
C
°,'	 `	 P#^ir,k#^#*###^c^t*#^t#fit,pct#^c^c?Q#atok######k+t^^kk#^kdkka^ck####k^K#k^kicakRk#^##^k#ak^k^#t,^^r
r, T 141S R rIUTIN r- ASSF W'iLES A SYMMETRIC EANCEC STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS
MiNTRIX VIA INOIVI n UAL FLFMrNTS-
c	 P = GLnGAL STIFFN E SS 4%TRIX(SYMMETPIC PANDER)
S = FLFMFNT ST IrFNFSS MATRIX
r	 NNP = NO CF NCCAL POINTS IN ELEMFNT
r	 NOFDN = ma OF OEGRFES OF FRF.EDnM Q FP NODE
NDIM = nIMFNSInN OF FLEMF,NT STIFFNESS MATRIX = NNE'#NDFPN
r	 NOn = GLnBAL CCNNICTIVI T Y VECTOR
NTRI = FL FMR NT NO
NR('' = NO 017 POWS IN STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C	 NcnL = Nn nF COLUMNS IN TOTAL STR I )(TURAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C	 #
^. #a4at^^c,ti###^^a4,^a^^^^^kX^^^#^^k##ata^#P###k##^^^#k^k#k#?P#######h#^4##^^^ti^a^^##^k^#
I MPI. If 1T RFAL*9(A-Nt C-Z )
')IMF'NSI ilN N;1C(-NJrl. r ,6),H(NRC ,NCC 1,S(NCIM,NCIM)
r,	 1, TN TNn r:X P(IWS 1,JN IN r)FX COLUMNS
on 1 I =1 ,NNO
NPnw = (NOn(NT11,11 - 1)*NDFPN f 1
lit  l J-1 ,NNP
N r '1L = ( N n I)( NTR I, J ) - L ) *N0FPN + I
(I. ECK T^ 5 r- = IF RFLCW MAIN CIAGONAL
IF(NRnW. ,^ T.NCOL) (+C TO l
NBC91, = TARS(	 NCOL-NRCN)+l
r`	 Or) r'N N l )M f1F^: '1F nFGREES OF FREEnt?N PEP Ntal?C
n r. ? 1N=1,NOFPN
9n :7 JN= l,NOFPN
CH rCK r-OR FLF AFNTS BELOW MAIN DIAGONAL;
Ir(N!3C r)L-R0-1) GO TC 10
C0 rn It
CCINT INU(=	 .
IF(,)N.L T .IN) GO TC 2
II	 CrNTIN11F
NBCOL I = NPCOL +JN-IN
N ROW 1 = N« nW - l+ IN
NRS = Nn EO N* ( I -1 1 + I N
NCS = N nrD N^(J-I )+JN
R(NR0Wl,NBCnl.1) = P(NRnWI,NBCOLl 	 + S(NRStNCS)
r,(;NT[n^s1F
1	 ( nN T [ N!)F
Pr-T,1PN
r-Nn
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S'JBR,MJTINF RCFnRC(NRD,FVNRnW)
r
IMPLICIT RE4L*9(4-N,O-7_) 	 •
n [MFNS jO hj F(NROW )
00 2 i=I •NROW
? F(1)=0.01?0O	 7
DEAD (NR C• 1 )NF7RCF
WRITF(6,91 NFORCE
I F0RMA T (' I', LDX,'NFC'PCE = ', [5)
IF(NFOPCF .F0. 0) RFTURN
READ(NRn,I)(NVAR,F(NVAR),N=1,NFORCE)
I FORMAT (5(15,E10.4))
no ).0 I=I,NRCw
IF(F(I).En.0) ;0 TO 1C
WR[TF(6,4)I,F( [)
	
4	 FORMAT("0' •' KIVAR=' ,15,10X,' FORCE=',E14.71
	
10	 rCNTINUE
RETURN
ENO
}
ii
!f
.E
t^
u
s
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S 19RnJTIn)F BCSTF3(B,F,NV,NC,MBCL,VDISP,LCNG,NDISP,NEAND,RBOISP)r
'	 IMOLTCIT RFQL*9(A-H,C-Z)
nIM r-NSInN R(NV,NC),F(NV,1),MBCL(LONG),VDISP(LCNG)
♦ 	 r;^###Gt',ck#k#ycs^c#Oc^tcpc#"c¢c##^##%#^^##*#k##^##cgCk#^#^####*k#k^Oc*(c^ck,^##k#^##^###^#r
C THIS RO')TINE PLACES NCN ZERC CISPLACEMENTS INTO THT SYMMETRIC STIFFNRS
C,
NRD=5
PFA')(5,100) MOTSP	 1100	 FORMAT(4I10)
NDTSP = MDISP
NDIS P = NO nF S P FCIFIEn 01SPLACEMENTS
THFSP INCL # JOE P IGIO Brry
 CISPLACENENTS
P E40(5,101) (VOTSP(K),MBCL(K),K=I,MDISF)
CE 6F,&£ ^',F,EF.f E;SF F.^F6FF f,FSF, f,6f Ef. ESEESf.6E666E&Ef.6SESf Cf,EE&6IiS66^I;^S6E&ESS6
r 1Oi	 Fr?RMAT(F1On4,T10)
101 FOOMAT(4(EI.0.7,19))r
PUT IN RIr,TO RnOY DISPLACEMENTr
no 1001. K=1,, MO I S0
1001	 VOTSP(K) = VOTSD(K)+RBDISP
r
r&Sf,FEf. EfaF,F.f 8E (;Cr,F,6EE& E£,EE^ ;F 6E6S666SEEf,Irf;&F, EF,86SF6F EEEBFE&E6CS6faES6^E
c WICL = Nn 9F VARTA3LF AT WHICH DISPLACEMENT IS SPECIFTED
rVnT ':',P= VALU E OF DIS"LACFMENT
14RITF(6,102) MOISP
1n?	 Fn RMAT('l',1.0X,'N0TSP=',I5)
V I RITE(6, 103 )(M9CL(K),VDISP(K) ,K=1,NDISP)
103	 F CR'14T( 1 0 1 ,'NVAR =',T5,lOX,'DISPL.=',E1.4,7)
Dn 1 T=L,NDIS°
NVAP =M9CL( I )
VAL=VnTSo(II
70 2 J= 1,NRANr
NP =NVAP+1-J
NPM = NVAR+J-1
IF(NR-0) 3,9,4
4	 CONT I NUF
F(NI?,I) = F(NR, I) -VAL*B(NR,J)
9 (N p ,J) = O.OnOO
CCNT HUE
rF(NPM-NV) 5,5,6
r	 5	 CONT IN,JF
F(NRM,11 = F(NRN,ll - VAL*BINVAR,J)
6
	
r'CNTINUF
R(NVA p •J) = C.0000
?	 FONT IWIF
R(NVAR,t)
	 l.noco
F(NVAR,1) = VAL
CONT INUP
rFTI1PN
FND
62	 lr
4
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SIJRRO.JTINE
	
DMIyV(A,N,0,L,M)
C,
r. • c • a n • • • • • • • s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . r • • • • • • .. w. • o n • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . •
Cl
SUBROUT INF DNINV
r
r PURPO SF
r INVERT	 4 MATRIX	 (DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION)
r
r 1SAGE
C CALL	 OMINV(A,N,D,L,M)
C
DFSCR IPT InN OF PARAMETERS
A -	 IN PUT MATRIX,	 DESTRCYED
	
IN CCMPUTATICN AND REPLACED RY
P FSOLTAN T 	INVERSE.
r N - nROER CF m ATRIX A
r D - RESULTANT DETERMINANT
r L - wnRK VECTOR  OF LENGTH N
C H - WO R K VECTeR CF LENGTH N
r
r RF`AAP KS
r MATRIX A N LST 8)E	 A	 GENERAL	 NA'rRIX
r SUPRA` UTINFS	 ANO	 FUNCT ION	 SUBPROGRAP45 REQUIPF0
C NON-
r
MFTHnn
r THE	 STANOAP.0 GAUSS-JORDAN NET` 3 CD IS	 USEC.	 THE	 CETFPNINANT
r TS ALSO CALCULATFO.	 A DETERMINANT OF	 ZERO	 INDICATFS THAT
r THP MATP IX	 IS	 SINGULAR.
r
r
•• • • • • • • • • •• • . • • • • • • e • • • • • • • s • • • • • • • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n n
I NPL IC IT	 P FAL*8 (A-N, C-Z )
r
-)IMFNSION	 A(1),L(1),M(1.)
SEARCH F^R
	 LARCFST	 ELEMENT
r,
r.=1.00:00
NK.--N
^O	 90 K=1,N
MK =hlK +';
L(K)=K
M(K) =K
KK=NK+K
RIGA=n(KK
10	 70	 .1=lC,N
T Z=Nl*(J-I )
A
-~a t
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00 ?0 T=K,N
TJ=I7+I
10 TF(OA8S(BI(',A)-7485(WJ))) 15,20,20
1,5 :3IGA = A(I J)
L(K)=I
M(K)=,!
?0 cnNT INII)F
C
r	 INTERCHANGE. Rf'WSr
J=L(K)
IF(J-K) 35,359?5
?5 K I=K-N
,)(1 30 T=I,N
KI=KT+N
HCL r)=-4 ( K I 1
J I=K I—K+ .)
o (KT )=A(JT )
'r A (J I ) =H('Lr)
TNTEPCHANGE COLUMNS
r
'i , T =M (K )
IF(I-K) 45,45,38
-^R J Q = .N, ( I- 1)
1C 40 J=1,N
JK=NK +-J
J I =J P +..J
HCLO=-A(JK!
A(JK)=A(JI)
40 A (J I) =HCLO
C
r•,	 CTVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PjvnT ELEMENT IS
F	 r0NTAINFO 1N gIAA)
r
r+5 IF(PI5A) 48 4h, 48
4A, D=0.01)00
RFTURN
R 0n 55 I=1 ,N
IF(T — K) 50,55,5C
50 T K= NIK+ I
A(TK)=A( IK)J(-'3IGA)
5S UNTTNUF
Cl
C	 RFOJCE M'TRIX
r
00 65 T=l,N
TK=NK+T
R
65
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{ H('LO=A(TK)
IJ=I-N
! ')C 65 J=1 ,M
TJ=YJ+h
IF(I-K)
	 609659 6C
h0 I F(J-K)	 62,65962
6 1 KJ=TJ-T+K
A(IJ)=HnL0*A(KJ)+A( IJ)
65 CCNT TN ► JE
C
DIVINE POW BY PIVOT
r,
KJ=K-N
0C 1 	75	 J =1,N
KJ=KJ+N
IF(J-K)	 70,75,70
70 A(KJ)=A( KJ1/RIGA
v 7S CCNT TNI1F
r
r PPf10`ICT OF	 n IVnTS
r,
n= o*B IG
r,
r R E O LACE p IVCT BY REC I PRnCAL
r
4(KK)=1.O1)00/BIG4
R0 CnNY IN^1'A r
F TNAL ? nW AN0 CPLt1MN	 INTERCHANGE
r
f K =N
100 K=(K-1)
IF(K)	 1.50,I9C,105
105 I=L(K )
IF(I-K)	 120,120, 1CS
10=1 JA=N*(K-1.)
JR=N*(1-1)
or)	 110	 J=1.,^1
JK=JO+J
HCLD= 4 (J K )
1I=JP+J
'1(.)K)=-A(JI)
110 A f J T)
	 =HnLn
i7n J=M(K)
T r (J -K) 	 1 (1.0.1.00,1?5
1 KT=K- N
on	 13 .0
	
I=1,N
K I=K I+-N
^f	 ,
ii
66
HCLr)=A(Kf)
J I=K I—K+J
1 ) =Hr'LD
ao To loo
5) P ETURN
FNn
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SUBROI)TTNE GPT')01(Ll ,XG,YG,L2,NCD)
IMP(„)",-IT RFAL*3(A- N,n-Z)
OlM l:NSTON Pl^pAN(20),NnD(L?96),XG(L1),YG(L1)
RE.4C(5, 15) NPAP
REAO(5115) RUMS
WR T TF(6 ,?n )N 0 AP,, NUMS
FOPMAT('1'.7( TS,'X) )
19
	
FORMAT( 1,6 T 5 )
r l) 1 I= L, rsUMS
I	 RFAD(5,16) DS!3AN(I)
WRITF(601 )(PSP4N(I),I=1,NJUMS)
21	 F0RM4T('0',5(F10.4,2X) )
K=1
I1=2*N')MS+?
,0
 2 J= 1, NPAP
RF4r(5, 16) STRX,STRY,STPX,STPY
wRITE(6,?1) STPX,STRY,STPX,STPY
i f	 FOR MAT(EF10.4)
XG(K)=STRX
Yr. (K )=STAY
SP ANX =S TD X- ST R X
S r'ANY=STPY - STRY
r,0 3 L= t,NUM1,
FR 4C=PS PAN( L) / 100 .009C
17 14f X=SP ANX*FRAC
FNCY=S°ANY*F p AC
K 1=K+l
XG( K) )=X ,( K )+5NCX/2. 0100
YG(K1 ) = Y i,(K1+cN(.Y/2.0000
K2=K+?
XG(K?)=Xr(K)+!_NCX
YG(K2)=Y G(K)+r--NCY
K=K2.
?	 K=K+11
K=I1
R0=I1.-1
N1=Np4p -1
DC 4 J= 19M1.
KD =K+N1
KN=K- NO
XG (K)=0. 50'?0* (XG (KN) +XG (K O ) )
YG(K)=0.5ROC*(YG(KM)+YG(KP))
CO 5 L=1,N'JMS
K 1=K+1
KIV=KM+?
XG(K1.1=0.5000*(XG(KM)+XG(KP))
v,(K1)=0.9D00*(YG(KM)+YG(KP))
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K2=K+7
K p -K P+?
XG(K?)=C . 5000 *( XG(KM) + XG(KP))
YG( K2!=0.5 r)00*(Y ;( KN)+YG(KP) )
5 K=K 2
4 K=K+I1.
in=o
T-1
12=I1-2
CO 6 K=1,N1
IA=TC*NO+I
I8=( IC+t)*NC'+l
IC=( In+7) *NC+1
00 7 J = I ,NUMS
N0r)(I, 1 )= i4
NON 1,2 )=IB
NOn(I,3)=tC
N00(I,41=19+1
Nnn( 1 - ,; )=[A +?
N00( I ,e; )=I A+ 1
t=I+1
NON 1,1 )=IC
N00(1,2)=IC+l
N09(T,I)=IC+?
NnC( T,4 )=TB+')
NO')( t,5 )=[A+?
N(',r)( I •6 )=I9+1
IA=TA+^
I P.= 1 9+?
IC=TC+;!
7 T=t+1
to=tn+?
WRIT E
	RrSl1LTS
Ll=( N D AR *2-1 )* (2*N(J ?AS+l )
00	 8 N =1•Lt
r	 g WRITC(6 17) R•XG(NI,YG(N)
L2=2*NU l4,S* (N D 4P-1 )
Cl n,0	 n	 N = 1, L.?
q WRITE(6,18	 (N, (Nr)0(N,J ► •J=1, 6) )
C	 17 FORMAT('0'•I5,2(3X,P'1C.4))
1R FORMAT(101.7T51
R FTIJ RN
FN n
1
,'	 J
}
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s,uB p nUT TK %4ATL(R,Q,NMQ,C)
t µn L CC IT r. F4L*4( n-Htn-7.!
"^CMf°NCt^N Qf(^M^,'i•^l.fJl (^r^l •^(^,^.)
'`C l Ct^l.,^
n l( C trJL )=n(N, t L.J1 ?
1 ')I(Jl ► Cl) 0I( IL,J11
IT=t,l(1.1
	 (Qt	 3*1)--Ul(	 l-
^^`fiJli?.°i)^41ttr^!l+QLfl•;)^"t'Jl.(L,dl^!dl("".?1—Q1t^•?)^rt(1,^l1
^il•^l^^r;i (l,'•1^+^QC i^.`^lt^Ql(1.31^fJtt?,^!
''t^ra) H^tt 1 .]l^f3l.i`^,''!-QL(t,^)A^^`?
^'t	 l=—QI( L, 1	 t 	 01 1, 2	 QL(I I
r f'A ,'a	 1 (t,1 ) At1l	 —Qt(1, ► ?)^*?)Q	 JI - t.^)n I K t •°,)1,, `a
r (,1t,K',! =f`(Jl.,KlUOT
"(Kt.,11)=r(J1,KL)
CCNTTNI1I-
P ET' IPN
rNQ
r^
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cJFIRnl)T INF STIFF( XG•YG,NOO,NFLE,NNP•S•E•IE,THICK)
T M P LICI T OFAt*a(A-H•r-Z)
IIMFNSJON XG(NV o ),YG(NNP), NOD (NFL F,F),S(12,12),
ix( JA) •X(f,),Y(6),C(6,61
rIMFNSICIN XXINT(6,6) Y` iNT(696),XYENT(6,6)
DIMFNSIr'N IT1(6),TT2(6)
KNl=NOM IF, I t
KN;)=N00( I r .? )
KN?=NOM IF,'^)
KN4=NO r)( TF • 4 )
KNS=NOI?( IF.,5)
KN6= NOn( Tr-,6)
X(I)=X'7,(KNI)
X(2)=X;(KN7
X(3)=Xr,(KNI
X(4) =X,(KN4)
X(5)=XMKNS)
X(6)=XG( KN6)
Y(1)=Y3(KNl)
Y(2)=Y( KN2)
Y M =Y ,( KN l )
Y(4)=Y,(KN4)
Y (5) =YC,( KN rl )
Y (6)=Y,(KN6)
1)0 1 1=1 16
C(1411=1.0000
C(1,7)=X(I)
C(I.3)=Y(I)
C(I.4)=X(L)*Y(T)
C(T,5)=X(II*X(I)
1 C; ( I ^'+I=Y ( I) *Y( 11
CALL r)MTN \1(C,6,n,ITl. IT2)
XC=(X(1)+X(3)+X(5))/?.OD00
YC = (Y(11 +Y(3)+Y( l	1/'i.0000
fn ? 1-1,6
X ( I )=X(  T )-XC
Y (I)=Y(T)-YC
AA=0.5,T00*(X(1)*(Y(3)-Y(5))+X(3)*(Y(5)-Y(1) 1+
*X(13)4(Y(I)-Y(3)!)
a= CABS( Art 1
n1=XC*YC+(1. nnOO/ 12.0,1)0,0)*(X(1)*Y(1)+X(3)*Y(?)+X(5)*Y(5) )
2=Y(, *YC+( 1. 0n') 0/12.00010)*(Y(1)*Y(1)+Y(3)*Y(3)+Y(5)#Y(5) )
r•7 =x(-*XC+(1 .O000/12. On n0)*(X(I)*X(t)+X(3)*X(3)+X(5)*X(5))
nn 3 I=1,6
XXTNT(19J)=A*('--(2,1)*C(2,J)+2.ODOO*XC*(C(2•I)*C(5,J)+C(5,I)*
^C(?„11)+YC*(C('r, I)^C(2,J )+Cl2,I)^C(4,J)1+2.01700^P1^tC(5.I)^
I
I
mid
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*C(4,J)+C('+, 1)*C(5,J))+C(4, I)*C(4,.J)*P2+4,0000*C(5,'I)*C(5,J)*P3)
3 YYTNT(T,J)=A*(C('91)*C(3,J)+2.ODCO*YC*(C(3,I)*C(6,J)+C.(6,1)*
*( (3,J))+XC*(C(3,I)*C(4,J)+C(4,I)*C(3,J))+2.Of100*P1#(C(491)*C(6,J)+
'C(6,I)*C(4,J)1+C(4,T)*C(4,J)*P3+4.0000*C(69I)*C(6,J)*P2)
r)O 4 (=1,5
K=I+1
-)O 4 J=K , 6
XXINT(J,T)=XX1r\T(I,J)
4 YYINT(J,1)=YYTNT(T,J1
nD 5 t=1,6
n o 5 J=1,6
ti	 XYT^1T(19J)=A*(C(2,I1*C(3,J)+XC*(C(?,T)*C(4,J)+2.0(;00'*C(5,1)*
*f (3,J) I+YC*(2.')D00*C(2,1)*C(6,J)+C(4,I)*C(3,J))+(C(4,O*C(4,J)}
*C (5, I )*C (6, J) *4.Of)00 )* P 1+2.  ODGO*C ( 4, I) *C( 6,J ) *D2.+?. ODOO*C (5 , I) *
*C(4,J)*O31
J=1
n(l 1) NI=1,6
S(1,J)=F(1,t)*KXINT(1.,IV)+E(1,3)*(XYINT(I,N)+XYINT(N,1))+E(3,3)*
*YYINT(t,N)
J=J+.l
S (1.,,)1=E (1,2)*XYINT(1,N)+E(1,3) *XXINT(1 ,N) +E(3,2)*YYINT(1,N`,TE(3,,.k
*)*XYI14T(N,1)
c (2,J)=F.(2,2)*YYTNT(1,N)+E(2,3)*(XYINT(N,1)+XYINT(t,N))+E(3,31*
*XXTNT(I,N)
1.0 )=J+1
='A
no 20 N=2,6
S(2, J)=F(2,11*XYIN T (N, 1)+E(2,3)*YYINT( 1,M)+F(3,11*XXINT('I,N0+
*F(^,'^)*XYINT(t,^1
S(3.J)=F(1,1)*XXINT(2,N)+E(1,3)*(XYINT(2,N)+XYINT(N,2))+E(3,3)*
*YYTNT(2,N)
J=,1+1.
S(3,,J)=E(1,2)*XYTNT(?.,N) +E 1,3':,.•XXINT(2,N)+F(2,3)*YYINT(2,N)+
*P(3,'A)*XYI NIT (N92)
S(4,J)=F(2,?)*YYINT(2,N)+E(2,31*(XYTNT (N,2)+•XYINT(2,N))+E(3,3)*
*XXINT(?,N)
^1 O J=J+l	 A
J=5
9C 30 N=1,6
',(4,J)=F(2,1)*XYINT(N,?)+E(2,3)*YYTNT( 2,N)+E(3,1)*XXINT(?,Rll+
*F(3, 1 )*XYINT(:=;N)
'-(5,J)=F(1,1)*XXINT13,N)+E( 1,3)*(XYINT(3,N)+XYINT(N,3))+
*P(3,3)*YYINT(3,N)
J=J+I
(5,,))=F(1,2)*XY4t.'+T(',N)+E(1,3) *XXINT( 3,N)+F(3,2)*YYINT(3,N)+
f	 *x'(3,3)*XYINT(N,-21
S(6,J)=E(2,21*YYTNT(3,N)+E(2,3)*(XYINT(N,3)+XYINT(3,N))+
*F(3,3)*XXINT(-A7N!)
ly
ri
s
I
^t
iI
i^
;F
i
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'7 J=J+I
J=7
3n 40 N=496
S(6,J)=F(2,1)*XYINT(N,3)i.E(2,31*YYINT(3,N)+E(3,1)*XXINT(3,N)+
*E(3,?)*XYINT(3,N)
S(79J)=E(19 1,) *XXINT(4,N)+E(1,3)*(XYINT(4,n)+XYINT(N,4))+
*E(3,31*YYINT(4,N1
J=J+1
S (7, J) =F(1, 7.)*XYINT (4,N)+E(1,3)*XXINT(4,N)+E (3,2) *YY INT(4,N)+
*E(3,3)*YYTNT(N,4)
S(R,J)=F(2.?)*YYTNT(4,N)+E(2,3)*(XYINT(N,4)+XYINT(4,N))+
*F(3,1)*XXINT(4,N)
40 J=J+1
J=9
nC 50 N=5,6
S (8, J)=F (2, 1)*XYINT (N,4)+E (2,3) *YYINT(4,N)+E (3,1)*XXINT(4,(\! )+
*F (3,31*XYINT(4,N)
S( q ,Jl= r-(1,1 1*XXT(^T(5,N)+E(1,3)*(XYINT (5,N)+XYTNT(N,5) )+
*F{2,31*YV1NT(5,N)
J=J+1.
S(9,J)=F(1,?)*XYINT(5,N)+E(1,3)*XXINT(5,N)+F(3,2 ►'TYYINT(5,N)+
*F(3,3)*XYINT(N,F)
S(10,J)=F(2,2)*YYINT(5,N)+E(2,3)*(XYINT(N,51+XYINT(5,N)l+
*P-(3,3)*XXINT(5,,N
50 J=J+t
S(1.0,Lt)=r(7,t)*XYINT(6,51+E(2,1)*YYINT(5,61+F(3,1)*XXINT(5,6)+
*E(3,3)*XYTNT(5,(,)
S (11, I1)=F.( L, 1)*XXINT(6, 6)+E( 1,'.) *( )(YINT( (--,6) )*2.0()00+E(3,3)*
*YYINIT(6,6)
S(11,12)=E(1,2)*XYINT(6,6)+E(1,3)*XXINT(696)+E(2,3)*YYINT
*(6,6) +F( 3,3)*XYINT((-, 6)
S(17_,12)=F(2,2)*YYTNT(6,6)+E(2,3)*(XYINT(6,6))*2.0OOO+E(3,3)*
*XXINIT(6, FI
nL-1 Fi n 1=1,1.1
K=I+t
nC 60 .1=K, 1.2
S(J, I)=S(I,J)
60 CCNT TN±1F
''r,F£',&£.E&&6&rEEEEF&F,&rEF6^66 :Fr;£,S&C^6£,E66E6Ert;^66f.66^f,^E^E,6SS&l;S^S6f,61;^Ef2;
CC 70 1=1,12
nn 70 J = l, 12
S((,J)=S( I,J)*THICK
70 CCNTINIJ1-
(: f £`E £ r 6Ef f, f; El;(;Ef, f,6f; f Ef.^&6l; c^ E 66666E^SEf,^t;,66EEf, &E,f,£ ^ SEE&EEEl;6>j &E£, &EE&6E£.
P FTI1RN1
FN'O A
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7
	
	
SU39RUTIN5 STRAIN(XG,YG, NOD 9NELE,NN@,F,|E,F,NREW,FTRSXtSTRSY,STRS
*xY,9TRNX STRNY,;TRNXY)
I	 r
	
?	 I4PLIrTT REAL+9(A-H,0-7)
nIM & N WIN X(j,<9NP),YC(NNP)iNOD(NFLE,6),E(3,]),F(NROk),C(696)
	
.\	 nlMFNS m STPSX(NELE,6),STRSY(NELE,6),STRSXY(NELE,6),STRNX|NELE,6?
*.STRNY(NFLri6)vSTPNXY|NELE,6I
nIMFNS[n& ¥(§),Y(6);IT!(6),1T2(6)
KNI=Nno(lP,I)
	
|	 K¥2=N0A(|E,2)
	
«	 KN3=Nnn(!`.ii
KN NPQ(IF.§)
KN5=NO9(|r,9)
KN1 6=NOU IR,6)
e	 c:5748[ISB C MATPIX
X(l)=X§(KNl)
X (?I=XG(KN))
Y(l)=Xg(RNa)
X(4)=XG(KN 0
x(51=X9(KN5)
	
©	 K(6)=XG(RN16)
	
\	 Y^I^=YGtkNI^
	
§	 Y(2)=Yr,(Kg'?)
	
}	 Y(')=YG(KNl)
Y(4)=Yr(KN4)
	
\}	 Y(9)=Y9tKwR>
	
§	 Y(6)=Y9(Kg6)
C	 rcmDUT: C MATRIX
	
<\	 eE ! I=1 ,6
	°]	 r<I,11=I.DnOO
C^l,a1 = !{1
	
\\	 G(!,4}=X(I1+*t!)
R(^,51=XtII*X(T|
! (([.6)=Y(ri©* I1
	\}	 ^	 INVEPT C U TRIX AND CVERWRIIE
	
?}	 CALL DMTNV(E.a,n,tTi,IT2)
	
§}	 R	 COMPIM: STP41NR AT MGgES
nC 9 5 N=1,6
§	 STRRXfTF,N)=O.)0C0
STRNY(!R,¥)=0.QDC0
^TRNXY(TE,N)=0.0e00
«	 nC 79 )=1,6
	
»}	 MN=N nO|IF,])
	
\}	 JQ=24NN-1
JV=JU+!
STpNX(IE,N)=STRNX([E,N)4(C(2,J)+Y(N)*C(4,J)+
	
2 \	 *l.ODAO+X(Nl4C(9,J))+F(JU)
,
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STRNY(lFtN)=STRNY(IF,N)+(C(3,J)+X(N)*C(4,J)f
*7.0000*Y(N)*r(6,J))*F(JV)
15 STRNXY(TF•N)=STPNXY(lI ,N)+(C(3,J) +X(N) *C(4•J)+..0000*Y(N)*
*C(6,J ) )*F(J'1)+(C(?•J)+Y(N)*C(4,J)+?.0000 *X(N) *C( E,J) )*F(JV)
CC4PUTF STRFSSES
nn ?G N=1,6
STRSX(TF,N)=F( 1,1)*STRNX(IE,N)+E( 1,2)*STRNY(IF,N)+E(1,3)*STRNXY(
*TF,N)
STRSY(IF,N) = F( 1,;)*STRNX(IF,N)+E(2,2) *STRNY(TF,N) +E(2,3)
**STRNXY( TF, N )
ah CTRSXY(IF,N)=r-(1.3)*STRNX(IE,N)+E(2,31*STRNY(TF,N1+
*F(1,3)*STRNXY([F,N)
RFT')RN
FNr)
f
i
i
i	 .
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sLBRC) UTINF SYR ?AT(A,B,NRCW , NCOL , ISIG 9 NV,NC)
r4	 ^
IZ THI r- SUBPO I)TINE SOLVFS SYSTEMS OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQ-
r. I IATICNS FOP WHICH TFF MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS ( CALLEC A)
r. TS r3OTH SYMMETRIC ANn ?ANOED. THE MATRIX A IS nIME N SIOK-
r Fn A(NROW,NCOL) WHFRF. NPOW IS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS AND
C NC n L IS THE BAND WICTH, THE PRINCIPAL CIAGCINAL IS STORED
r IN TF-F. FI°ST COLUMN r1F A AND THE NCN7_F_RO BANDS ABOVE THE
PRINCIPAL DIAGONAL FrRM THE BALANCE OF A. THE RIGHT HAND
C ST n F_. COLUMN VFCTnRS ARE STORED IN B WITH EACH RIGHT HAND
C SIDF FO RMING nNF CCLU MN. HENCE B IS DTNFNSICNFD B(NROW,
r NRHS) WHERE NPHS IS THE NUMBER OF RIGHT HANG SIDES FOR
r WHICH THE SCU1TI(7N IS DESIRED. KO IS AN EXECUTION INDIC-
ATnR.	 TF, ?_IPrIN RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM, Kr: IS ZERO,
TH r- r- XFCUTICN WAS SLCCESSFUL AND THE ANSWERS ARE STORED
r7 1N R. IF KC IS NOT ZFR n , THE EXECLTICN FAILED BECAUSE
7. THE PRINCIPAL OI AGCNAL FLEMFNT IN THE KC I TH ROW WAS ZERO.
I1\1 THIS EVENT A NCTE IS WRITTEN CN THE CLITPUT PAGE.
	
THIS
r PPI)TINF OFSTROYS THE M ATRICES A AND B.
r
IMPL IC IT P EAL*9(A-1-,C-Z )
`) IMF, NSiON A (NV ,NC) ,B (NV, 1 )
NV, NIC = ABSOLUTE D[MF^JSIr"VSCF A,B NRrW = NO OF VARIA B LES IN MATRIX
r: NCnL
	
BANOW T r)TH nF PRESENT SET OF ECIJATTC)NS
C IST y = ? SIGNALS CNLY O FDJCTIPN OF R.H.S.VECTOR ANO BACK S,IBSTITl1TICN
i!)i. FORMAT(//64H Y_SU GOT?FFD --- THERE IS A ZERO rN THE PRINCIPAL OIAGO
INAL IN TF Ev I4, 9N TH 4 Ch. //)
70 TO(19,19), ISIG
19	 CCNT IN11F
NHAL F=NCC'L-1
NRn wM=hR CW- 1
NRnWH=NR(-W-NHALF
)C 6 T=1,NROWM
IF(A(I,1)) 1,15,1
1 P EC TP=1 . Qnr)r)/A ( I 91 1
IF(T -NR r)WH) ?,?_,?
? LIMIT=NHALF
20 TO 4
3 L. IMTT=NR OW- I
00 6 J=1 ,LIMIT
J ROW= I+J
RATIr =-A(
 
I,J+1.)*RFCIP
r)r 5 K=J,LIMTT
JCCL=K+I -J
t	 4(JRCh1,J(rL)=A(JRoW,JCnL)+RATIG*4(I,K+1)
(	 6	 (-.("NT INUF
1. n	 rnNT TNIJF
C
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00 17 T=i , NRnwM
00 17 J=l.,K!NALF
T J = I+J
TF(IJ.,T.NROW) GO TC 17
R(Ti l l) = 13(IJ,t) - R(I, 1)*A(I,J+1)/A( I,1)
17	 C C N T INl1fi
r
IF(A(NRnw,1.)) 7,14,7
7 RFCTp=1.CD00/A(NR0N,1)
3 9(NP(lW,I)=B(NP0W,1)*RECIP
00 13 I = l.,NPCWM
IROW=NROH-T
P ECIP=L.O r)00 /A( TR7W,l )
IF(I-NHALF) 9,10,10
1 I64TT=I
r,C T C 11
1.0 L MIT=NHALF
11 nC 1.2 J=i ,LTNTT
JRC I.4 TRnW+.J
J COL=J+1
12 r3 (IFCW,I )=B( I°CW,t)-At IRnw,JCCL)*R(JRnW,11
1.3 R(TRnw,t)=R(IRCW,t)*PFCIP
Kn=O
P FT'1RN
14 I=NRCW
1.5 KC=I
W Q TTE(b, 101. )KO
RETIIPN
PND
J
1
1
f
r
/+.:A=Nrerlsaa+^wdr^.9r[»..c. ;c+n	 -	 ' -:i^4.
